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Summary  

In a world awash in technology, what EdTech skills and strategies should educators focus on to ensure they are 
making the best use of online spaces for classroom learning? How can they navigate through the overwhelming 
number of options in digital tools and spaces? How can they guide students in learning best practices?  

EdTech consultant Monica Burns answers these and other questions in this powerful and reader-friendly guide 
to incorporating EdTech across all grade levels and subject areas, and in both distance-learning and face-to-face 
environments. Readers will gain practical advice on: 

• navigating online spaces  
• curating resources 
• introducing opportunities for exploring the world 
• developing collaboration structures 
• providing time and space to create learning products 
• assessing students 
• creating opportunities for sharing 
• connecting student work to relevant audiences  
• developing transferable skills 
• planning for tech-rich learning experiences.  

Each chapter explains why the skill or strategy is essential, including supporting research, classroom examples, 
guiding questions for planning and reflection, and suggested websites and digital tools for classroom use. The 
book also includes access to downloadable forms to help you set goals, assess your progress and build your 
EdTech tool belt.  



 

 

Timely, accessible and informed by the author’s experience and expertise, EdTech essentials is a must-read for 
educators who want proven ways to prepare their students to be productive, responsible users of technology 
both within and outside the classroom.  

 

Other resources  

• Inclusive learning 365: Edtech strategies for every day of the year (IST3615) 

• Adventures in authentic learning: 21 step-by-step projects from an Edtech coach (IST0430) 

• The Edtech coaching primer: Supporting teachers in the digital age classroom (IST4285) 

• Learning supercharged: Digital age strategies and insights from the Edtech frontier (IST8085) 

• Teach boldly: Using Edtech for social good (IST4092) 

• Closing the gap: Digital equity strategies for the K–12 classroom (IST4056) 

• Closing the gap: Digital equity strategies for teacher prep programs (IST5046) 

• Summarization in any subject: 60 innovative, tech-infused strategies for deeper student learning, 2nd 
edition (118048) 
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